Pachyonychia congenita (PC) is a group of hereditary syndromes which have in common a hypertrophic dystrophy of the distal nail, and are associated with a variety of additional features, notably various dyskeratoses of skin and mucous mem-branes. The pathology is unknown but the array of clinical features suggests the possibility of a keratin abnormality. In the present report we describe linkage analyses in a large PC pedigree ofthe JacksonLawler type, a subtype which is characterised by multiple epidermal cysts, hair abnormalities, and natal teeth. The disease locus in this family was found to be tightly linked to markers mapping within, or very close to, the keratin type I cluster at 17ql2-q21; maximum lod scores for linkage of the disease to a KRT1O polymorphism and to D17S800, a marker known to be very tightly linked to KRT1O, were respectively +4-51 and +7 73, both at 0=0.00. Although always likely, our findings provide strong evidence of a keratin gene anomaly underlying an inherited disorder affecting epidermis, nail, hair, and mucosa. These findings permit testing to see ifpachyonychia congenita shows any locus heterogeneity and suggest specific candidate keratin genes for mutation searching studies. In addition, they suggest a role for keratins in the phenomenon of natal dentition.
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LINKAGE ANALYSIS
Linkage analysis was performed using the data management package LINKSYS24 in conjunction with the computer program LINK-AGE version 5-1. 25 Results As described in the Introduction, various findings have suggested that pachyonychia congenita may result from a keratin abnormality. As a first step in testing this hypothesis DNA samples from available members of a large pachyonychia congenita pedigree of the Jackson-Lawler type (fig 1) were typed for polymorphisms known to map in the immediate vicinity of keratin genes. A microsatellite marker D17S800, which is known to be very closely linked to the acidic KRT1O gene,2'
showed an allele which had consistent segregation with the disease (fig 2) . The resulting lod scores were significantly high, with a maximum of +7-73 at 0=000 (see table) . To verify this result we followed up by typing family members with a marker which identifies extensive length polymorphism within the coding sequence of the KRT10 gene.23 Again, as shown in fig 3, one allele was consistently found to segregate with the disease, and provided significantly positive lod scores, with a maximum of +4-51 at 0=O000 (table) .
Discussion
The D17S800 marker is known to be very tightly linked to a length polymorphism described by Korge et at23 in the C terminal V2 subdomain of the KRT10 gene product; one recent report showed no recombination between these two markers in at least 25 informative meioses and cited a personal communication which also testified to the absence of recombination between these markers.2' Our results confirm the close linkage of these two markers, neither of which show recombination with the disease allele in the large PC pedigree which we have investigated. The KRT1 0 gene is known to map within a closely clustered group of acidic type I keratin genes, including KRT9, KRT 1 3, KRT 1 5, KRT 16 and KRT 19, and possibly also KRT 17, KRT20, and others. Our results, therefore, are consistent with the idea that this disorder is the result of a keratin abnormality. In view of the considerable phenotypic overlap between PC syndromes, it is quite possible that they are all the result of related or allelic keratin gene defects.
Disorders ascribed to defects in keratin genes include EB simplex (KRT5/KRT14), '3 14 linkage results suggest that the hyperkeratosis and EBS-like blistering of PC will also be explained by defective keratin production, structure, organisation, or degradation, but it remains to be established which keratin(s) are involved in pathogenesis. The keratin(s) or regulatory elements involved in the various PCs will be ones which can be active in all the sites involved, namely palmoplantar skin, ventral nail, hair follicles, the corneal epithelium, and possibly sweat glands. Laryngeal mucosa, and, in Jadassohn-Lewandowsky PC, oral mucosa are also involved. Additionally, in JacksonLawler PC the premature eruption of teeth suggests an effect of the keratins expressed in fetal gingival and enamel epithelia.26
Adequate data on the keratins expressed by lesional tissue are not available, and no single keratin candidate which fulfils all these criteria is immediately apparent, but because abnormalities are present from the basal layer upwards in Jadassohn-Lewandowsky PC, abnormal keratins 5 Although always likely, our findings provide strong evidence for a keratin gene anomaly underlying an inherited disorder affecting epidermis, nail, hair, and mucosa. In addition, the suggested role for keratins in the phenomenon ofnatal dentition is intriguing, and may provide useful insights into the regulation oftooth eruption.
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